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We'd like to use this forum to inform you of changes and enhancements we've made to our systems. We
continue to improve the processing and feel of R², The Reinsurance Resolution.

User Group 1999
In August 1999, we hosted our
third annual User Group
Meeting. Held on the 19th and
20th, this meeting was fun and
informative for both our guests
and us.
We spent Wednesday night at
the Safe House, an old
Speakeasy. Guests unable to
provide the password for entry
were required to perform
amazing tricks with talents that
they had long since forgotten
about. Our best example was
Ken performing a ballet recital.
After gaining entrance into the
restaurant, the evening was
spent conversing and dining
with colleagues from around
the United States, Canada, and
Barbados.

On Thursday morning
everyone settled in for the two
day review of R². The New
User’s Workshop was a hit.
People who had minimal or no
experience with the system
were given a crash course by
Laura Simmonds-Lowry. Laura
gave a review on trailers,
system setup, and other
assorted information. For
experienced users, Jim and Ken
provided an update on the
Windows system and talked
about the R² sourcecode.
The Problem Solving Session
returned this year with some
new challenges. The goal of the
session was to have groups
brainstorm and attempt to fix
common and uncommon
problems that occur when
using R². Groups of three
shared a computer and worked
together on the problems.
Quasar*Systems staff gave hints
to help figure out the difficult
ones.
The highlight of the two day
event had to have been Mr.
Wizard. Wait a minute, who?
Well, it was really Doug,
dressed up in a sparkly green
cape and hat, along with his

friend Tooter Turtle (a.k.a.
Heather). The theme of this
year’s meeting, Mr. Wizard,
was around to answer those
cryptic questions that
everyone had. And Doug’s
opinion on the outfit -- “I look
good in green, and the

sequins were just to die for.”
Thursday ended with a
dinner at a riverside
restaurant called Rock
Bottom, located a few blocks
from the Wyndham. This
delicious dinner afforded
everyone a chance to relax
and unwind after a very busy
day.
On Friday morning Mr.
Wizard reappeared to help
with the discussion of how
things work in a cycle.
Attendees also got the
pleasure of seeing our two
new additions work their

magic. Heather Huff showed
attendees exactly what R² does
during the monthly billing
cycle. Laura Mueller made a
presentation on ways to
prevent problems that can
impair performance on your
PC. Mr. Wizard and Tooter
Turtle announced our User of
the Year award, which went to
Bob Kennedy. He received this
honor for his ambition and
success at solving his own
problems.
Friday also happened to be the
debut of our guest speakers.
We were fortunate to have two
people volunteer to talk at the
User Group Meeting. Lisa
Noah from IDS and Darlene
Kosonic from Swiss Re each led
two forty-five minute

distribution list, please send
an email to Kim.Walters@qsir2.com - Subject line - Program
Changes Report. We
appreciate your input.

Help Us With Q²

compliments were summarized
for us by a brave client (this
year’s leader: Frank Bush from
Legacy Marketing Group) at
the end of the meeting. After
that we wrapped up the two
day meeting with a goodbye.
We hope everyone enjoyed the
event and hope to see you all
next year.

Ad Hoc Reports
Soon to be released - a version
of qsvl10p for windows that
allows you to generate ad-hoc
reports. Your report fields will
all appear on one screen.

Program Updates

discussion on the different
ways R² is used. Lisa spoke
about issues concerning Direct
(ceding) companies many
conversions, and Darlene
illustrated how the Reinsurers
use joint policies and SOA files.
Thanks to both of them for a job
well done!
Another Friday event was the
Users Roundtable. The
Quasar*Systems staff left the
room and allowed the users to
discuss how we’ve been
operating. The users control
the topics discussed in any way
they desire. Their critiques and

At the user group meeting, you
asked us to disseminate
information about program
changes on a regular basis, even
when the changes were
for other clients and may
have no direct impact on
you. Kim Walters has
created a distribution list
which will include all
regular clients who were
present at the User Group
meeting.
The first Program
Changes list will be emailed at
the end of September and on a
monthly basis thereafter. If you
would like to be included in the

Would you like to comment
on an article you’ve read? Is
there something that interests
you about the R² system and
you want to know more about
it? Or perhaps you know
someone that should be
receiving the newsletter but
isn’t on the list. The solution
is easy: send an email to
Kim.Walters@qsi-r2.com ,
subject line Q2. If you think
of any articles that you would
like to see in a Q² newsletter,
please let us know. We are
always looking for ideas that
are as helpful to the clients as
possible. Or if there are
people on your staff that
would really benefit from
reading the newsletter give us
a buzz and we will add those
people to our mailing list.

Quasar*Systems has recently
established a new set of
standards for the backup
procedure of the billing
cycle. If the client liaison for
your company has not
updated your batch files, and
you are not currently using
the Windows version of R²,
then please let us know so
that we can update your
system. This new procedure
can be used in addition to
the backup you ordinarily
create, in order to ensure
that all necessary files are
protected.
Through the Windows
menus, qsRE05p.exe will
automatically execute batch
files that zip up essential
categories of files for future
use. We have listed the new
zip files and their contents,
for your convenience. In all
cases, “cc” represents the
two-letter company code of
the ceding company and “rr”
the company code of the
reinsurer.
In the company area, three
main backup zip files are
created. These include
Pre_mmyy.zip,
Datammyy.zip, and
Postmmyy.zip.

Pre_mmyy.zip contains all
starting inforce files and
extracts before the billing run.
Datammyy.zip contains the
basic company and data files
used for the current report
month’s (mmyy) billing run.
Postmmyy.zip contains the
ending inforce files exactly
as they are after the billing
run.
In the Output directory two
sets of files are renamed.
The monthly output reports
are renamed from the
generic output names to
specify mmyy names. All
files beginning with qsRE02
or anRE02 are renamed to
be report date sensitive
(qsREmmyy). They retain
their old extensions, which
may include, but are not
limited to, .ers, .cc, .rr, etc.
All files beginning with
qsVL02 or anVL02 are
renamed qsVLmmyy. They
also retain their original
extensions.
Four main backup zip files
are also created in the output
directory. The four files are
named Billmmyy.zip,
Val_mmyy.zip,
R2TXmmyy.zip, and
R2VLmmyy.zip.

Billmmyy.zip is a zip file of
the printer-ready billing
reports and the transaction
database. It includes all of the
qsREmmyy extensions as well
as the R²TXmmyy.Tan (or
R²TXmmyy.Qsi), M$TX.Key,
and T$TX.Key files.
Val_mmyy.zip is a zip file of
the printer-ready valuation
reports and the valuation
database. It includes all
extensions of qsVLmmyy and
the R²VLmmyy.Tan (or
R²VLmmyy.Qsi).
R2TXmmyy.zip is a zip file of
the transactions in electronic
format. It includes the
R2TXccrr.Tan (or
R2TXccrr.Qsi) and
R2TXccrr.Soa files.
R2VLmmyy.zip is a zip file of
the policy detail/valuation in
electronic format. It includes
the R2VLccrr.Tan (or
R2VLccrr.Qsi) and
R2VLccrr.Soa files.

you use 0100 in any year from
1980 on (the last 20 years of the
century), then R² will assume
the following century. So 0100
will be January-2000. As a
corollary to this, if you code
any two character year greater
than 80 after you pass into a
new century, for the first 20
years those years will be
assumed to be the previous
century. So if you code 1299
while the actual date is 15-Jan2000, R² will assume that you
are running 31-Dec-1999.
Q: What does the error
“Incorrect Paid-to-Date”
mean?

Questions and Answers
Q: (Client) Why is my
termination not being refunded
effective as of the change date?

A: (QSI) Do you have a Direct
Paid to Date being sent in your
extract? If so, that date would
be used instead of the change
date.
(Client) Yes, I do have a paid to
date being sent in the extract
and it is the date that the
termination is being refunded
to.
Q: What does mmyy default to
if yy is 00?
A: For the purposes of this
question we will define a
century as 00 to 99. We do this
to make the answer more
understandable. So, if 1900
through 1999 were the same
century and 2000 through 2099
were the same century, and if

A: This usually means that a
policy has an incorrect
reinsurance paid-to-date day.
For example, a policy date of
16-Apr-1994 should always
have a reinsurance paid-to-date
of 16-mmm-yy. While the
month and year can vary
depending on the mode of the
reinsurance payment, the day
should always be the 16th. If
you receive this error, contact
your client liaison to help you
solve the problem. In all cases,
this means that a policy is
processing incorrectly and
should be investigated.

Q: How can I tell if a program
finished successfully?
A: The first thing to check is the
Log.QSI file in the Output
directory. For every program
run there are at least two lines
written to this log file. The first
line will tell the name of the
program, the date and time it
started, and the parameters that
were used to run it. The last line
tells the amount of memory and
disk space available while
running the program and then
adds the runtime when the
program is completed. The
runtime is the length of time the
program took to run.
However, there is a catch. The
Windows programs can write a
runtime even if the program did
not complete successfully.
Depending on the program that
you are concerned with, there
are other things that you can
check. Programs that create a
database, such as RE01, VL01,

and RM01 should have an X9,
R9, or M9 (respectively) record
at the end of the database.
Preprocessors should usually
have the same number of
policies in the post
preprocessor extract as in the
beginning preprocessor extract.
Report generator programs that
don’t finish, such as RE02,
VL02, and RM02 will have
incomplete or no data in them
and should be pretty obvious.
In many cases, if the 01
program didn’t finish properly,
the 02 program will not be able
to run at all.
Q: What do all those error
counters on the screen mean
when RE01 is running?
A: There are three counters.
Each displays a certain type of
error or warning message. The
rightmost is a count of level 3
errors (the ones where the
program couldn’t process the
policy at all). The middle one
is a count of level 2 errors (the
ones where the policy
processed but the program
made assumptions and the
policy should be investigated to
make sure the policy processed
correctly). The leftmost can be
one of two things. If the CF file
has the Trace mode on, then
this number will increment
every time a line is written to
the trace file. This is a lot of
lines, as the trace file lists steps

the program takes. If this is on,
the number will seem to
increment exponentially. This
should not be your normal
processing mode, but instead
used only for testing and
investigation. If the CF file has
the Trace mode off, then this
number is the count of level
one errors. These are policies
that processed and RE01 is
informing you its assumption.
You need not look at these;
they should be okayed as
processed.
Q: When viewing the PO

policy level file, the paid-todate said 00-Dec-1800. What’s
wrong? Isn’t it paying the
reinsurance premiums?
A: The paid-to-date in the
PO file is the policy’s
direct paid-to-date. It is
not the reinsurance paidto-date. The PO paid-todate is only a valid date if
it is sent in the download
extract. It is only
necessary to send the
direct paid-to-date in the
extract if you will be doing
direct valuation from R².
Q: What if I don’t have a
middle initial to be used with

the programs and batch files
that R² runs?
A: Just use x, y, or z, or whatever
letter strikes your fancy. Is there
a middle name you always
wanted? Use that. But be
consistent. The initials are used
throughout R² to track what files
have been updated by whom.
Windows programs will allow
two character user initials, but
they must be set up in your
password file.

Thank you for your continued support and suggestions. We appreciate and welcome all your comments
and questions. Please let us know if there are any topics you would like to see examined in greater detail.
For additional information on any option, you should first consult your documentation manual. We would
be delighted to answer any questions you might have.
If you would like a back issue of Q² please send an email to us at Q2@qsi-r2.com. The main topics of past
issues were:

Issue 1 - Multiple Life Processing
Issue 2 - Retention Management
Issue 3 - Trailers, Help Screens and Policy Page
Producer
Issue 4 - Report Generator and Retention
Schedules
Issue 5 - Transaction Processing and
Reinsurance Overrides
Issue 6 - Input Extracts
Issue 7 - Schedule S
Issue 8 - Report Generator
Issue 9 - Year 2000
Issue 10 - Backups

Issue 11 - Viewing Inforce Files
Issue 12 - Extracting Test Data, Status Codes,
Transaction Codes
Issue 13 - Trailers
Issue 14 - R² Windows
Issue 15 - What’s in a footer?
Issue 16 - Expanded Files
Issue 17 - Retention Management, Reserves
Q&A
Issue 18 - T$POSrt.Idx, Trailers Q&A
Issue 19 - Sorting Files
Issue 20 - Testing Billing/Valuation Samples
Issue 21 - Standards for Backup Procedures

Doug Szper and Laura Simmonds-Lowry
look forward to seeing you in San
Francisco for the
conference in mid

Society of Actuaries
October.
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